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The detailed distribution of monoenergetic neutrons, in a critical 
slab with finite thickness, is dealt with analytically by the multiple 
collision method or the random walk approach. 
Under the assumption that the scattering of neutrons is 
spherically symmetric in the L system, the vector flux or the 
angular-space distribution of neutrons is obtained in a form of an 
infinite series of the spherical Bessel functions, from which the 
scalar flux and the net current are easily derived. This gives 
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In the course of the formulation, the critical condition is also 
derived and shows that it coincides with the one obtained in the 
previous work. Finally, the numerical examples are given and 
discussed. 
In Appendixes, it is shown how to correspond our formulation 
to the usual transport equation. According to this correspondence, 
for a bare sphere, the critical condition and the scalar flux are 
derived in similar forms to those for the slab, respectively. And 
the value of C, the mean number of secondaries per collision, is 
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NEUTRON DISTRIBUTION IN A CRITICAL SLAB BÏ THE 
MULTIPLE COLLISION METHOD 
SUMMARY 
The detailed distribution of monoenergetic neutrons, in 
a critical slab with finite thickness, is dealt with analy-
tically by the multiple collision method or the random walk 
approach. 
Under the assumption that the scattering of neutrons is 
spherically symmetric in the L system, the vector flux or 
the angular-space distribution of neutrons is obtained in a 
form of an infinite series of the spherical Bessel functions, 
from which the scalar flux and the net current are easily 
derived. This gives definitely the discontinuity of the an-
gular distribution at the boundary of the slab. Further, 
this infinite series converges fast and hence the accurate 
result can be obtained readily by truncating the sum at the 
first few terms, especially for the thinner slabs. 
In the course of the formulation, the critical condi-
tion is also derived and shows that it coincides with the 
one obtained in the previous work. Finally, the numerical 
examples are given and discussed. 
In Appendixes, it is shown how to correspond our formu-
lation to the usual transport equation. According to this 
correspondence, for a bare sphere, the critical condition 
and the scalar flux are derived in similar forms to those 
for the slab, respectively. And the value of c , the mean 
number of secondaries per collision, is given within an error 
less than 0.01% for every critical sphere whether the radius 
is large or small. 
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1. Introduction 
The neutron transport problems have been generally 
treated according to the Boltzmann equation. In spite of 
much recent progress, however, only the simplest problems 
can be dealt with analytically by means of this. There-
fore, we are forced to depend on the elementary diffusion 
theory or the numerical method relying on high-speed di-
gital computers. 
The multiple collision method is an effective analy-
tical method, which is based on a viewpoint different from 
that of the Boltzmann equation, that is, the life-cycle 
viewpoint in contrast to the neutron-balance one. 
By using this method, the one-group critical condi-
tion has already been derived accurately in a concise 
form, for a homogeneous slab in which the scattering of 
neutrons is spherically symmetric in the L system (Asaoka, 
1961). It has been also shown that the two-group criti-
cal condition for the same system can be obtained analy-
tically under some assumptions on the slowing down pro-
cess. Furthermore, the reflection and the transmission 
of neutrons for the 3lab have been treated by this tech-
nique, and the accurate and plentiful informations about 
tha neutron behaviour have been easily obtained (Asaoka, 
1963). 
The present work is concerned with a further deve-
lopment of the multiple collision method for obtaining 
the detailed distribution of neutrons in a critical slab. 
In the text, the formulation is made by following the 
elementary processes of the neutron statistically in 
order of its spatial movement. This formulation is com-
pared with another one in Appendix 1, where the elementa-
ry processes are followed in order of time. Tn Appendix 
2, it is shown how to correspond the present formulations 
­ 7 ­
to the transport equation expressing the conservation of neu­
trons. From this correspondence, the critical condition 
and the flux distribution for a bare sphere are obtained 
in Appendix 3. 
2. Formulation 
The discussion will be concerned with monoenergetic 
neutrons in an infinite homogeneous slab of finite thick­
ness d in which scattering is spherically symmetric in 
the L system, as in the previous work upon the one­group 
critical condition. 
In this previous work, the elementary processes of 
the neutron were followed statistically in order of time 
and then the critical condition was derived from the con­
vergence of the total number of neutrons in the system as 
time proceeds indefinitely. Here, the elementary proces­
ses will be followed statistically in order of the spatial 
movement, as in the previous work on the reflection and 
transmission of neutrons, because this is an easier way to 
deal with the present problem (see Appendix 1). 
Let X be the space coordinate, /i the directional 
cosine of the neutron velocity, Σ1 the macroscopic total 
cross section and C the mean number of secondary neutrone 
per collision. 
Now consider an incident neutron with a directional 
cosine Jit , upon the surface of the slab at X - 0. It 
will travel for a certain distance f, in the direction 
with /W=/MJ before it collides with a nucleus. The pro­
bability that neutrons will travel for a distance f, 
without collision is ^~:cr, and the collision probability 
in A.Y¡ at T, is HU, · Hence, as a result of the 
first collision of the neutron, the number of neutrons 
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with directional cosines between /ix and ¿¿Α^Μ-ζ will be 
(c2/2)/zr' ÍÍYIÍKÍ « They will then travel for a certain 
distance Yx in the direction /a. until they meet another 
nuclei . As a result of this second collision, the num­
ber of neutrons in djA3 at /3 will amount to (cz/^Y^HMïi^^j 
This process of movement will continue until the neutrons 
leak out of the slab. 
Thus the number of neutrons having travelled for a 
distance X in the directions between JA and jA+tbl a9 a 
result of the N­th collision after following a typical 
path shown in Fig. 1, is given by 
(^)Ν^­Σ^,+Υ^····+τΝη)]^τ,·­·ΑΥΝ^···^Η^ N2l. (ï) 
Before performing integrations over all allowable 
paths for obtaining the number of neutrons travelling in 
the direction u which cross an area normal to this di­
rection at χ , that is, the vector flux at X which comes 
from the neutrons having undergone the N­th collision, we 
must take into account some restrictions imposed upon the 
range of integration variables. First of all, in order 
to exclude the neutrons which have left the slab after the 
(¡~l)~ th collision, the following restrictions must, be 
imposed : 
0<^ψΑ<α., /-U--,M. (2) 
Besides these, another condition must be taken into 
consideration t:o get the vector flux at X . This reads 
as follows : 
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This condition is rewritten in a form of the Fourier 
representation of the Dirac delta function : 
(4) 
and the conditions (2) are taken into account through 
Dirichlet's discontinuity factors : 
^Qmyv, = \ '' when l V < l ' J - I A . . . ,N . 
-;" i i 0, „ h e „ \S¡\>\, 
Introducing these conditions into Eg.. (1), replacing 
X\ by ïj^xftè*^* where X^\ stands for (A/a.)f , and 
performing the integrations over all values of J*L ( J= -2,·· 
""> N ) » Ά (j = ^ "*-yN) and Υ , as in the previous work 
(Asaoka, 1963), the vector flux at X coming from the neu­
trons undergone the N-th collision, is obtained as follows: 
t^^èfj^uç»,,),,), (5) 
where the independent variable ^^ is replaced by ψ . 
The functions Gintf'/rfs a r e expanded in the spherical 
Bessel functions : 
GtHW>-&4£'9OÙW). ¡",""^ (6) 
0 ft11 > of which the coefficients ­pw y*i) s are to be determined 
by the following recurrence relation derived by using the 
Gegenbauer's addition theorem, /, (/■*£)= AC^+OJ(Vi (è) > an(^ t^e 
orthogonality relation for the spherical Bessel functions : 
­ 10 ­
(7) 
where 
J(w)=f)1JÄffl)^ ¿¿'fr (8) 
of which the concrete expressions have been shown in the 
previous report (Asaoka, 1963). 
For a critical system, this component of the vector 
flux, ΤΗ &*/■'/1~) » should tend to a constant value indepen­
dently of Ν as the value, of Ν proceeds indefinitely. In 
other words, the value of 4$ι (/ι) should bend to a cons­
tant one, 4m,tyt) » a s seen from Eqs „ (5) and (6). The equa­
tion by which these values of 4^.ψ*)) 3 are to be determi­
ned, is easily obtained from Eq. (7) : 
mñcJ*?')' Ek^Wl**'"1) ' 1ΌΛΛ,»» , (9) 
According to this infinite set of linear equations, 
it is seen that the values of -4<*.(/*,)'s are independent of 
the value of β, , as expected, and hence hereafter we will 
use the notation 4tfi instead of 4νηψι~) · And further, 
SJH/ S and -4VM\> s are independent of each other because 
the former are coupled only with one another but not with 
the latter, and vice versa» Thus the condition that Eq„ 
(9) should have a nontrivial solution is that the determi­
nant of the coefficients shall vanish : 
(aJî)c -JCW|=Q; %n=MV- or U5/···. ° 0 ) 
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This characteristic equation with even vaKues for 
both tí and 7H is nothing but the one-group critical con-
dition that was derived in the previous work (Asaoka, 
1961). The other equation with odd values for both U and 
7/Ί does not give the smallest eigenvalue C as easily 
seen numerically (see the discussion following Eq. (A.35) 
in Appendix 3) and hence the value of the ..determinant 
must differ from zero for the critical system. It is thus 
seen that all values of -fzw' s a r e identically zero. And 
the ratios among the values of -43ή s are given as follows: 
4»'· *x- -ti'· 
- ] W -7(°>i) ­JføO­
}k-7(Vi)-7M) ­JtøO 
-7(WHc-7tt1)-7tt,Q 
-yctwo)-j(ort)-
7U0) ­j(j?,f) 
WO) λυ-7«Λ) 
-7(0,2) ­>fetJteo>­JíftO­
>fc­JtøO 7W -JM) 
IVA) 7no) -7M) 
(11) 
The vector flux in the criticai system is thus 
written in the following form according to Eqs. (5) and 
(6) : 
tw-k&jjfi ^ffi*w um\ 
(12) 
From this, it is easily seen that 
<\>(7I/) = <I>{&-Z,-/')J (13) 
ψ(α/0=(λ /.>o, (14) 
because, in the case of X = 0, the integrand has only one 
pole at */=­i/W in the half­pi ane below the real axis and 
besides we can take the path of integration in the upper 
half­plane. The integration in Eq. (12) can be easily 
performed to give '. 
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where 
-ia 
and tf? (f(¡p)«=ft stands for the residue of fip at f= 0o 
The total or scalar flux is then obtained in the 
form from Eq. (12) : 
(16) 
from which it is easily seen that ψί1)—ψ(^-Χ) „ Peeforming 
the integration, this gives > 
¡(■o \ Í '-"^A,/ /j^o 
tr 
This is composed of two parts, as well known; the . 
asymptotic one resulting from the pole # = 0' and the tran­
sient one from the cuts along the imaginary axis from i=i 
to J= tPO and from J=­i to J=­/fOo 
Moreover, the net current is given as follows : 
JÍX)^^^;^!^,-^^^^«-^^ (18) 
from which the well­known relation, J(X)= ­J(4­2) , is easily 
seen. This becomes : 
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3. Results and discussions 
The vector flux, the scalar flux and the net current 
have been written in forms of an infinite series, respec­
tively, and hence we are forced to truncate the sum for 
obtaining­the numerical results. That is, neglecting all 
terms beyond </M(^0 o n t h e right «tide of lq. (6), the 
coefficients -fan s (2n^M ) are determined approximately. 
We shall call this approximation the " /^­approximation", 
as in the previous work (Asaoka, 1963). The results in 
the /j^ .,­approximation are' the same as those in the } Μ -
approximation for the present problem. The ratios among 
«4rti' s in the /A­ and λ­ approximation are given in the 
following forma, respectively, according to Eq. (11) and 
the critical condition : 
(a) The /­ approximation} 
■A.*­7W», ma?-
J 7(0.2) \Ax>T02), l ' 
(b) The L- approximation; 
7 * XUO JttD+7(o,t-){foc)-7VA)) , ( ai j i 
The value of C » the mean number of secondaries prr 
collision, required to keep the slab of thickness *ZpL~2C<( 
to be critical, has been already obtained by solving thu 
critical equation, Eq. (10) with even values for both 01 
and 771 (Asaoka, 1961). These values for small (X and for 
- 1^ -
large (X have been given in the forms, respectively ( ï i s 
the Euler­Mascheroni constant) : 
(a) The L ­approximation; 
i*-(h%#)<xJn.Xt and l­^ jf , 
(b) The L ­approximation; 
(22) 
(c) The ¿­approximation; 
The leading terms of Bqs. (20) and (21) for small 0( 
are thus given by 
(a) The /4 -approximation; 
Î-'âr^W1'), (23> 
(b) The /^-approximation; 
On the other hand, for large values of (χ 
(a) The /-a -approximation; 
(24) 
\ ^ ~ ^ > (25) 
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(b) The A ­approximation; 
ï (26) 
The vector flux (15), the scalar flux (17) and the 
net current (19) up to in the L ­approximation are 
written in the following forms, respectively : 
♦[«φ­ÍrMÍJV Ji<V# (<­$}o­*>)+$ ( 2β, 
+^e­i)tf/+K+$ E/+f FASF,'] # (29) 
where tf=2<»A » 5=Z* , £^Έ^?)+Έη$Χ ΐη=ΐη^>&&) and 
As a special case, the vector flux for ji<0 at the 
boundary of the slab is given in the form according to 
Eqs. (13) and (27) : 
f f (0^-h^-ÍH^-o-^^ y*] t 
+0ti4^|^+íííf(H^^t/^)//]| ^  (30) 
7<0. 
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(31) 
(32) 
Upon substituting Eq. (23) or (24) into Eqs. (27), 
(28) and (29), respectively, we get the leading terms for 
small <X^ K as follows : 
(a) The /0 ­approximation; 
tytøjO^jcb-fy) , f>0t 
fa<l>(s)^M{-(t-ìoiW*t-V-^te+ π], 
f7(O^-20(\^^U^)-^M]> 
(b) The i ­approximation; 
^4><í>­^í­(i­Í)^tt»­j)­¿Aí+i­r 
(c) The /.­approximation; 
^ψ(ϊ>νίκ |­(I­ |[)ÍICW­J)­|¡AÍ+ i­y 
and the leading terms of "^φίΧ/Ο for JA<0 are obtained 
immediately according to Bj. (13) by replacing }f and /i by 
2û(-^ and -W. , respectively, in the first equation in 
Eq. (31),(32) or (33). 
(33) 
For large Of , Eq. (27), (28) or (29) gives the follow-
ing expressions according to Eq. (25) or (26) : 
­ 17 ­
(34) 
(35) 
(a) The /0 ­approximation; 
2fø(0,f)~l , /<0 
(b) The J, ­approximation; 
f τα>—Ão+toO, τ«ι, 
(c) The /.. ­approximation; 
As seen from Eqs. (31), (32) and (33), the results 
converge fast for thinner slabs as going to the higher 
order approximation and hence even the results in the /„­
approximation may give the accurate ones. On the other 
hand, the results for thicker slabs do not converge so 
fast but the ones in the \^ ­approximation may be regar­
ded to be accurate, as seen from Eqs. (34), (35) and (36). 
It may be worth while to review the results on the 
so­called extrapolation distance d, the distance between 
the boundary of the medium and the point at which the 
(36) 
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asymtotic neutron f lux in a form ofJfofßCaß]would go 
through zero . Thia has been given i n the form 
(Asaoka, 1961): 
(37) 
in accordance with the critical condition in the 
diffusion theory. Substituting the leading terms 
of /C for large (X shown in Eq. (22) into Eq. (37), 
we have 
(a) The /^-approximation; 
(b) The /-approximation; y w 
^ . J ^ Y - 2 5 ^ , V , 3 ^ _ /57ί3-533ν^ 3 
( /57/3-Sty*33 _ ^ /SFÕ =0­7077 Λ 
As seen from these expressions, roughly speaking, χ 
is replaced by VTÕ in the /^­approximation and by 
¿Jft-iftJ -3.WU¿> in tûe /^.­approximation. 
The extrapolated end­point 5. ,the distance 
beyond the boundary of the medium at which the 
asymptotic flux vanishes, is obtained from the 
following equation according to Eq. (17) together 
with Eq. (28): 
<l+'^('^)^(^lr)at^(4^i))+^]t-fc ( 39 ) 
­ 19 ­
> (40) 
For large (χ , this gives 
(a) The \x ­approximation; 
(b) The /^­approximation; 
X~ ('1+V"i33)/­f5 =0. ¿7W>, 
Moreover, the accuracy of the results for large # 
in the L ­approximation will be shown by comparing 
some results in Eq. (36) with the exact ones. The 
exact results for the infinite half­space with C =1 
has been given as follows (Case et al., 1953): 
^{.o-0/f(ot-o)=zion, 
JX = f d/< ƒ f (0,/ ) / (°á/i f (o,/) = -A-577-f > 
fW=f(o)[i+i*¿i-£+Dft)], 5«l. 
Our results corresponding to these are 
ψ(α-/)/φ(α-0)=^7^ 
/Τ = Τ(0)/φ(θ)- -^^-ο-5ΊοΊ, 
ψ(^)= f>C0)í Ii-ft5757 5in^* + 0(5)'] ^  ì f« l . 
Even in the extreme case, for which our / -approximation 
becomes to be rather poor as mentioned already, it is 
shown that the coincidence of our results with the 
exact ones is not so bad, and hence it is believed 
that the L -approximation gives an accurate result 
for every system whether thin or thick. 
­ 20 ­
Some numerical examples are shown in Pigs. 2­5· ) 
In Pig. 2, (2«/Χ)φ(ν) in tiie slalD with (X=0.005 is 
shown for the values of 5=0 and 0.005, that is, the 
vector flux at the boundary and at the center of the 
slab, respectively. As expected, the results in the 
k ­approximation differ only a little from those 
in the L ­approximation and the difference between 
the results in the ¿­ and the /^­approximation 
is hardly recognized in this figure. And it is seen, 
as a matter of course, that the vector flux at the 
center takes a sharper maximum at/i=0, the direction 
in parallel with the boundary, than that at the boundary. 
Pig. 3 shows the vector flux for the values of 
5 =0,0.1 and 0.5 in the slab with (X =0.5· Prom 
this figure, it is seen how to be created the 
symmetric distribution at the center of the slab, from 
the unsymmetric one with a discontinuity atyW=0 at 
the boundary. The difference between the results in 
the ΙΛ- and the L­approximation is scarcely 
recognized also in this figure. 
In Pig. 4 are shown the results of the vector 
flux in the slab with O(=10, for the values of 5=0,1,4 
and 10. Here it is seen much difference between 
the results in the /o­ and the /^­approximation, 
especially for those at £=0, but a little difference 
between those in the ¡Λ- and the /.­approximation. 
In the last figure, Pig. 5, are shown the results 
of the scalar flux within the slabs with (X=0.005, 0.5 
and 10, respectively. The value of it at the center of 
the slab is normalized to unity, and the results 
obtained by Inönü are also shown for comparison 
(Inönü, 1959). He calculated, by applying a 
variational method directly to an integral equation 
governing the balance of neutrons, the first­flight 
- 21 -
nonescape probability for the persisting neutron 
distribution within the slab. Since the inverse 
of this nonescape probability should be equal to 
the value of C required to keep the system to be 
critical, comparison of this value with our result 
has been made already in the previous work (Asaoka, 
1961). This comparison has shown that these·values 
coincide nearly completely with our results in 
the / -approximation and are slightly larger than 
those in the /^-approximation. 
Similarly, his persisting distribution obtained 
in a form of that I-UMXi-J/tf)* » coincides with our 
result in the ^-approximation nearly completely 
as seen from Pig. 5· And it behaves slightly 
higher than that in the / -approximation near the 
boundary, as indicated by him, and slightly lower 
halfway between the center and the boundary, for 
the slabs with the smaller (X . For the slabs with 
the larger values of & , on the contrary, his 
distribution behaves slightly higher than that 
in the /.-approximation, halfway between the 
center and the boundary. 
4· Conclusions 
The detailed distribution of neutrons in the 
critical slab with finite thickness, has been 
obtained accurately in the random walk approach. 
One of the (¿uestions 'remaining to be solved 
in the reactor theory is how to deal with the neutron 
transport in a finite system through a simple method, 
whether the system is large or small. 
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It may be believed that the multiple collision 
method is a way to solve this question. The essential 
point of this method lies in the introduction of the 
discontinuity factors, by which we can easily take 
into account the finiteness of the system and fix 
the observing point (see also Appendixes 2 and 3), 
as well as/the adoption of a viewpoint different 
from the usual transport equation. As a result of 
this, the neutron transport problems for a finite 
system can be dealt with in a similar way as those for 
an infinite system. Further, it may be mentioned 
that the expansion in the spherical Bessel functions 
is a useful way to obtain the results easily. 
Although our works εο far have been performed 
under the assumption that the scattering of neutrons 
is spherically symmetric in the L system, the method 
will be extended to the case without this assumption, 
even with other geometries than the homogeneous slab 
(regarding a spherical geometry, see Appendix 3). 
Moreover, it is hoped to extend this technique to 
more general problems. 
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Appendix 1. Another Formulation 
Here it will be shown another formulation for 
obtaining the vector flux, Eq. (12), where the elementary 
processes of the neutron are followed in order of time. 
Now consider an ancestor neutron with a directional 
cosine/(/at X=0, for example, at time f =0 ; it will 
travel for a time f, in the direction with ¿¿-/¿ι before 
it collides with a nucleus. Since this probability 
is £ >, V­ being the constant speed of neutrons, and 
the collision probability in ¿ft, at t, is ZVíítj , the 
number of neutrons with directional cosines between 
/'j and UAÅM-ji as a result of this collision becomes 
to (CZV/xiA^'tötfö·. They will then travel for a 
certain time tA in the direction/^ until they meet 
another nuclei. The number of neutrons i n ^ a t ^ 
after the second collision will amount to (c£^)Ysv(t'+H#,^^^3 
Thus the number of neutrons with directional 
cosines between JÁ. aiiåjH+lu at time t äs a result of 
the N­th collision after following a typical path 
shown in Fig. A.1, is given by 
(^ψ·)^Ζνΐα,-αΗ^-·^ΐ13 N>/. (A. -,) 
In order to obtain the vector flux at X within 
the slab of f in i t e thickness d , the following 
conditions must be taken into account: 
0< fyvM*< Λ , /=U--,N 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
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These are v/ritten in the forms of the Fourier 
representation of the S function and Dirichlet's 
discontinui ty factor, respectively: 
^^ϊψ/ΪΓψνψί)-*)'], ' (A.4) 
^^¡¿Ψψψΐέ/Λ-Οΐ ¡=M'~M. (A.5) 
Then, introducing these conditions into Eq. (A.1), 
replacing J.¡ by 1­—τ: X^  where X^\ stands for (a/2)Ρ , and 
integrating over /, (/=<?,?/··­,Ν) from ­1 to 1 and over 
t; (| = l,2,···, N ) from 0 to f­ A { ^ , the number of neutrons 
with/ at 'X at time t as a result of the N­th collision, 
is obtained as follows: 
t t £'t 
where H ^ t ^ ^ ^ ' j t ( j ^ ^ ψ ρ ^ / % , Η ' ΐ ] ^ ) 
Now take the Laplace transform of ??N(%/<-t)^ zv , then 
by applying the convolution theorem to HN("0 we have : 
U<^>-)tf'^ (Ai8) 
in which the independent variable /Ν+ί is replaced by 
¡/ . The functions ΤΛ^,Λ) 's satisfy the following 
recurrence relation: 
­no . . 
/=N,N­l,—,.2, (A'9J 
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Por Ν=0, Eq. (Α.8) is simplified to be 
k^/^^y^fi-fT^ïi/-/,). (A. 10) 
Let LOO/U) be the Laplace transform of the 
number of neutrons with/« at X at time t coming 
from the ancestor neutron, multiplied by ¿Σν'* , 
ΤίίΧ,Μΐ)*2^ ' then according to Eq. (A.8) 
¡_>α/Λ)=ΖΐΝ(ψ.Λ) H=D 
*j,­iïB­Wlf (A . n ) 
co 
where Ffjf/^S F¡g(<M) obeys the following i n t e g r a l 
equation derived from Eq. (A.9) : 
ΠΜ)-Κί^)+^^Αί(^)ΐΚ^))Γ(Μ). (A. 12) 
Upon integrating Eq. (A.11) with respect to Jk , 
the Laplace transform of 7lCX,i)ji , L(X^) » i s obtain' 
in the form: 
L M = ^ ( ­ ^ Ï > ^ 
And the Laplace transform of the total number of 
neutrons in the medium at time t multiplied by ■£ , 
î((t)-e » is derived by integrating Eq. (A. 13) 
over X from 0 to d : 
^^)=iZ^^4|5i0(^0ftó(gl)nM). (Α. 14) 
This equation together with Eq. (A.12) is nothing 
but that derived in the previous work (Asaoka, 1961). 
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Now yiCX,u,f) is reproduced by an inversion 
formula: 
7?(i/,t)^T=¿jax*La/,0 m (A. 15) 
Let ZUd, be the pole of Lt^­O , having­ the largest 
real part among those, and (J?Of//0 the residue at 
Λ=ΣΛ^ 4| > then the asymptotic behaviour of ΎΜ,/Λ) as 
i-*oo can be written as follows: 
na*/, t ) ^ (jc'cy ) ^  f (Λ-l )ZV t .1 . ( A. 16 ) 
For the critical system, J( should be equal to unity 
and VfäCX.u) is no other than the vector flux. 
Expanding Τ^,Λ) in the spherical Bessel functions: 
ni^ginWU^l), (A. 17) 
Eq. (A.15) is written in the following form according 
to Eq. (A.11): 
W,f, tMZVt = Ç [.Wf,t)%(/r/0 
Å, ήκ« 't (Λ. 18) 
Consequently, it is seen that J^SIU, must be the 
pole of 4mU) · Upon substitutingpq. (A. 17) into 
Eq. (A.12), we arrive at an infinite set of linear 
equations obeyed by 4m > 4mU) with J=ZV^,M/=l) : 
7 ' ' Wi»even (A. 19) 
11=0, hZ—. 
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Thus the condition that -4 should diverge beyond all 
bounds is that 
J^-J(W0J = a, 71,^ = 0,2,4,···· or 1,3,5,···· . (A.20) 
This coincides with Eq. (10) in the text, and hence 
following the same consideration as in the text it is 
concluded that only the determinant with even values 
for both . 'V. and <m shall vanish and this gives the 
critical condition. 
From Eq. (A.18), the residue at MT<V, (f?0y0i i a 
thus given by 
ist^^^S^^m^^o (A.21) 
of which the coefficients 4m 's are to be determined by 
Eq. (11) in the text, as easily seen from Eq. (A.19) 
together with Eq. (A.20) with even values for both 72 
and 'tfl . This is nothing but Eq. (12). 
Appendix 2. Formulation Based on the Neutron-Balance 
Viewpoint 
Here we shall consider the correspondence between 
our formulation based on the life-cycle viewpoint and 
the transport equation governing the balance of neutrons. 
In order to derive the transport equation from the 
conservation of neutrons, consideration will be given 
to 1lW,/i,i)tlXjM , the number of neutrons i n A a t ï , 
with directional cosines between JLL and ju+dM. at time t , 
within a critical slab into the surface of which, X=0, 
one neutron with ƒ, has been shot at time f=0. 
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The number of neutrons in i« at JA produced as a result 
of collisions in dX/ at X/ , in <#' at time t­t' , is 
given by 
CZVi (fø'na',/',i:-t'))ÅX'<ft'jH. 
The probability that the neutrons travel for a time t 
without further collision is jé" and the space coordinate 
after the travel is X'+VuV . Since we are interested 
in %{X>M,i)dXa.K ι the following condition must be 
taken into account in order to fix the observing point 
in dX at X : 
X-JcAl<l'+yAÍ'< J+^lX % 
This condition is rewritten in the form: 
= ¿iSfUa lufíizaa'+v/tf'-xyi > 
—DO ' and hence 0Hl,M,t) is given as follows: 
C^Çxjtí'§ftó^tiZè(l^/iY-X)]Xzvi '%'W,/'A-t'). + 
Now we shall derive Eq. (A.11) from this transport 
equation. First of all, take the Laplace transform of 
both the sides of Eq. (A. 23) multiplied by ¿Σνί~ , then 
we have 
^ν^) = ^ (-^,χ)^ο 
+i¡>^*ffr¿~faw· (A'24) 
Further, upon integrating Eq. (A.24) over Μ , we get 
L a ¿ ) ­ ^ ( ­ £ ( a ; ^ (A.25) 
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This leads to 
-a 
CI 
^r^ tó^^λΓ^ ί ï - *>3^D^f^> ΐ ί ^ .£ 2 = Α^«^>. ( Α ·2 6 ) t - i l 
' -to 
This equation is nothing but Eq. (A.12) as 
immediatly seen if we introduce the following 
representation: 
R^f^tì^Uw); (A.27) 
and then further Eq. (A.24) is reduced to Eq. (A.11). 
Equation (A.27) tells us also that 
ΡΜ)=ψΐΜ), ( Α · 2 8 ) 
which has been already shown in the previous work 
(Asaoka, 1961). 
As seen from the above-mentioned formulation, the 
essential point of our technique is not only the 
adoption of a viewpoint different from the usual 
one but also the introduction of the discontinuity 
factors such as Eq. (A.22). As a result of this, 
the neutron transport problems for a finite system 
can be dealt with in a similar way as those for an 
infinite system. 
Appendix 3» Critical Condition and Flux Distribution 
for Bare Spheres 
The determination of the flux distribution in 
spherically symmetric systems, as well known, can 
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be reduced to its determination in a certain system 
with plane symmetry. Actually, this is shown 
easily by following a similar procedure as in 
Appendix 2. 
Let Y be the radial coordinate and JA the cosine 
of the angle between the neutron velocity and the 
direction of Y . The number of neutrons in du0 at 
w0 produced as a result of collisions in -tXi^Àï' at 
y' , in dk' at time t-ty , is given by 
ίψητΐ(νΛΛ')ή-Χί'*λΫ4λψ0 . 
Taking account of the 'condition, 
Y2=r'+['Vi'f+2fyA/) 
the number of neutrons in n-xYÀX at y at time t is 
written as follows: 
τι (i tywrdr~^jd). w^uj^nMrt')***' 
χ [sG/rWZ+^ï^­r )+ï{{ r\m'T+2Yv/.f+r )] AÏ, ( Α. 29 ) 
where f? is the radius of the sphere and the source 
neutron at time f=0 is omitted because our interest 
lies in the asymptotic behaviour of ft(Y,t) as t~*?o 
Now replacing JA0 by 5=sjV*+(v\'y\2Y'YMA't rewritting 
£(5­Y) in the form of ^ (¿/­^[«/OY)], integrating over 
.5 from lï­^t'l to X'rvi' and taking the Laplace 
transform, then we have '. 
rJ I (U )-YJ Æ A (r,t)xs,vt 
(A.30) 
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This leads to 
•ÍK) 
or extending the definition.of LOU) to Y<0 by putting 
Li-r^L^)' 
YLM^ff^^X^ (A.31) 
in which ƒ is replaced by W / z . 
From this equation, we get : 
,­οο 
F^^^jf^'i-^ioW^FCÄ^, (A. 32) 
■ico 
where 
x ¿K (A. 33) 
And by combining Eqs. (A.31) and (A.33), we have : 
This can be identified with Eq. (A.13) omitted the 
source term, because Eq. (A.13) is rewritten in the 
following form when the origin of the space coordinate 
is displaced to the center of the slab: 
^«^-¿[^(W^HM), (A'13,) 
and besides Eq. (A.32) is identified at once with 
Eq. (A.12), upon omitting the source term which comes 
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from the neutrons undergoing the first collision. That 
is, Eq. (A.34) together with Eq. (A.32) is nothing but 
the equation governing the neutron distribution in a slab 
of thickness 2ft »where ïtlfrA) is the neutron flux. 
Now expanding p(^ ,4)in the spherical Bessel functions: 
J(U>itM)UmV, (A. 35) 
it is immediately seen that only the terms with odd 
values of 1ΪΙ in this infinite series remain on the right 
side of. Eq. (A.34), contrary to the case of Eq. (A.13'), 
because Υΐ^ Υ/Λ) should be an odd function about Y and 
hence the coefficient ofF(S,-d)in the integrand of 
Eq. (A.34) should be an odd function about 5 . 
Thus, TliYA) is written in the form according to Eqs. (A. 34) 
and (A.35): 
r T i a O ^ ^ S U ^ U ^ « ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^ . (A.36) 
Sincexj=2Vmust be the pole of 4imnU) for the critical system, 
the neutron distribution in the critical shere is given 
hy 
V ™ « = τύΐΛ4^"'Σ,ί ^ J W 2 1 ^ , (A.37) 
where - l^+/i s the residue of -¿Ut.|U)at A=ZV . Performing the 
integration, this becomes : 
"".,*; . . ..,_^^f .«wvN 7 (A. 38) 4-liCww*™-^*)}, 
where 
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(Α.39) 
The concrete expression up to in the /^-approximation is 
_Λ-.1.4.ΐ2ΐ + ϋ _L r" iLr// '5 r* )5 V'A4Î 
where c(=ZKi T=zr and E/=E„tø­3)~E*tø+5) 
On the other hand, ­/W·4)' s with Λ=Ζν obey the 
following infinite set of linear equations which 
are derived by substituting Eq. (A.35) into Eq. (A.32): 
¿ñc 4**n®v) =jt4m\ W 7tm*\,m\ )J ( A . 40 ) 
01=0,/, J?,­· , 
and hence the critical condition is given by 
cmÍ3)-J(^fl>M+o\=0J 11,1)1=0,13,-'· } (A·41) 
where 
f1¡mt«VL<«1)*fL m 
The ratios among the values of ­/^i ' s are determined 
as follows: 
-7(1,3) ­jas; ­j(,,?;. 
fc-ΙΟ,ί) -JU 5) 
■¿+J(i.i)­ja5)­ja7). 
JU/) ­JU5) 
J a o iic­J(w; 
­J(t3) ­¿+J(L0­J(W' 
7c­J(X3) 7&O 
­JÍA3) J(J­J) 
In accordance with Eq. (A.41), the critical 
conditions in the /; ­ and the / ­approximation are 
written in the following forms, respectively: 
(λ.42) 
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(a) The / ­ a p p r o x i m a t i o n ; 
l"­4r .J_ (A.43) +W> <*>>'; 
(b) The /^­approximation; 
C = ÌTl''OtjT«3)+)/(Jj(l.l)­^TÌì3))tAl(T(/.3))* 
f # ^ ) ( Χ ( l - « g ^ - ^ ( x ) ( Α· 44 ) 
^ ) = α 7F27Í1« (ί-Λ5-^of0(^, tf« I, 
i-_L- + _Zîl. „ ^ , 
The expression of 3J0,J) is the same as that of the collision 
probability on first flight under the assumption of the 
uniform neutron distribution within the sphere (Case et al., 
1953), like the expression of Kc in the /^-approximation 
for the critical slab is the same as that of the collision 
probability for the uniform distribution within the slab 
(Asaoka, 1961). 
The values of C for various values of ZR=0( between 
0.005 and 50 are shown in Table A.1. Our results are 
compared with Carlson's work, in which he obtained the 
critical radius for various values of 'C by using a 
quadratic trial function in the single-iteration moments 
method (Carlson, 1949)· As seen from Fig. A.2, our 
results in the /, -approximation are on the curve 
showing his results. 
Case K.M., Hoffmann F. and Placzek G. (1953) - Introduction 
to the Theory of Neutron Diffusion, Vol.1, Sec. 10.2. 
Carlson B. (1949) - Neutron Diffusion Theory; Integral Theory 
Methods and Formulae, AECD-2835 (LA-990), 
or see Reactor Handbook, Vol.Ill, Part A, Chap.4, 154 (1962). 
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And further, the so­called extrapolation distance ¿ 
has been calculated according to the following form: 
^mm-ZK- ( Α · 4 5 ) 
which, upon substituting Eq. (A.43) or (A.44), gives: 
(a) The /­approximation; 
, Γτρ43-(ι-χν3/ίΟ«, tf^'f, 2 Λ Μ (A.46) 
[{2Ä/3){o(~a) £*»!, 
(b) The /^­approximation; 
^ v " urr '"" (A.47) 
­('­vfe^^Të'vfe=-0.03οί?3Κ+mii, íX¿>I. 
The values of ZcL corresponding to each value of the 
critical radius fv are shown in Table A.1. 
Also from this Table, it is seen that the accuracy 
of the results in the I - and the I ­approximation may 
be in the same extent as that of the results in the Jo-
and the /­approximation, respectively, for the case 
of the slab (Asaoka, 1961). And hence it may be believed 
that our results in the J­approximaLion are accurate, 
except the extrapolation, distance for the spheres with 
very large radius, of which even the error around 
0.001$ for c might give an influence on the first 
figure of the value of 2T<i · 
In the /5­approximation, the ratio of ~Ê3to4, i8 
given in the following form according to Eq. (A.42), 
together with Eq. (A.44): 
■& = J^O­jaO = J (13) 
T, JU3) ' K(70­J(i3) 
^(nfMfo<)=o.3WL OtA^ ttf), 0(«\, ( Α · 4 8 ) 
l'VWO, 0(»|. 
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Then for small (X , the leading term of the right side of 
Eq. (A.39) is given as follows: 
(a) The / j -approximat ion; 
(b) The /»-approximation; 
(A.49) 
ίψ-νιι($)~< 
flw(^l) r ^l.^3H0({)-5.cl5l>2Jrt)) 5«r|, 
= O.li'joZDi+O. JoZlZ (Mi4+U375)> X=iR«| . 
(A.50) 
And for l a rge (X , 
(a) The / - app rox ima t ion ; 
4^V7l(5)~· 
i -^+iUt t -y+Oi , J.=«-5«l 
(A.51) 
(b) The / - approx imat ion ; 
_*& f í - Í - í - í ( Í X 3F«I, (A.52) 
Similarly to the case of the slab shown in the text, the 
results converge fast for the smaller values of <X as 
going to the higher order approximation, but not so faster 
for larger 0(. 
The extrapolated end-point —.X is obtained from the 
following equation according to Eqs. (A.38) and (A.39): 
'-ί-ί+!<'-ΙΉ,]4-=ο. (A.53) 
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For large (X , th is gives in the /»-approximation that 
- 3 > 4 / / 5 \ (A. 54) 
From the results shown so far, together with those 
in the /»-approximation in Fig. 5, we are convinced that 
our results of the flux distribution in the /»-approximation 
are practically regarded as the accurate ones, whether 
the radius of the sphere is large or small. In Fig. A.3 
are shown the results for the spheres with (X =0.005,0.5 
and 10. 
In this Appendix, thus, we nave go't the values of 
C required to keep the bare sphere to be critical, 
within an error less than 0.01$. And the values of the 
extrapolation distance, which are indispensable to 
evaluate the critical condition by means of the elementary 
diffusion theory, have been obtained accurately for the 
system with radius less than several times of the neutron 
mean free path. Besides these, the flux distribution within the 
critical sphere has been derived also in a concise form 
to be calculated easily. 
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Table Α.1 The Mean Number of Secondaries per 
Collision and the Extrapolation 
Distance for the Critical Sphere of 
Radius Ρ 
Radius 
ΣΚ 
! 
; 0.005 
| 0.05 
0.25 
0,5 
1 
2 
5 
10 
50 
Mean number of 
/-approximatior 
267-378 
27-3819 
6.06442 
3.41620 
2.11529 
1.49794 
1.172335 
1.080643 
1.015225 
secondaries C 
/-approximatior 
256.080 
26.1915 
5.77785 
3.23743 
1.98870 
1.39634 
1.096470 
1.028710 
1.001342 
Extrapolation d 
/-approximation 
1.8122 
1.7979 
1.7348 
1.6567 
1.4979 
1.1459 
-0.2693 
-4.3603 
-36.1889 
i s tane e 2Γ& 
/-approximation 
1.8124 
1.7995 
1.7446 
1.6816 
1.5724 
1.4045 
1.1149 
0.8572 
-0.4602 
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Fig. 1 A typical path of the neutron in the slab 
of thickness Æ. 
Fiq.2.— Tine vector "flux at ZX=0 ami O.Oo5 m the slab vvitK Σα.= ο.θ\ 
Flj.4-~rtie vector flux tf ΣΧ=0, \A aal IO in the skb witk ZA-20 
/ * "Ζ 
F i 3 . 4 - T h e vector flux tf ΣΧ=0, Ι,-f ami IO ITI "the sUb with. ΖΛ=2£) 
/c -/ Λ -I 
V\$. 5 - T h e scalar flux within the slab σί ikick'ness Za.~o.ol, 1 W ZO 
x/a. o. 5 χ/α °-5 x/a °S 
>x 
Fig. Α.1 A typical path of the neutron in the slab 
of thickness OL 
L O U - S Ä } 1-100.^?"} 83.33 mm Ed. Aerni-Leuch, Bern Nr. 527 
Fig. A- 3 — The flux iistïibution within the critical sphere with. Wius ZR=o.oo5,o.5 W. ÌO 
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